Online WSS 3000
Online Weighing and Sorting System

RFID-Weighing and Sorting of Sheep & Goats

The robust WSS 3000 is designed for hi-speed weighing and sorting of sheep and goats with ISO 11784/11785 transponders. The WSS saves on labor and makes life easy when sorting animals for treatment, culling or when sorting into weight groups. It is also very handy to identify animals without a working transponder, which is necessary in case of computerized feeding.

The WSS autonomously closes the gate behind an animal (detected by photo cell) and transfers the ID-number and weight to the host. The host returns the exit number and the WSS then autonomously operates the exit gates and waits for the animal to leave the station (detected by photo cell).

This BioControl 'one stop shop' system warrants full integration, maximum performance and best support, all from one manufacturer.
Online WSS configuration

- Available with Weighing (WSS) and Sorting Only (SS)
- Optional spray marker to indicate non-reads (no RFID tag)
- Excellent RFID performance (SR30001).
- ISO 11784/11785 HDX and FDX-B ear tags and boluses*
- Designed for sheep and goats
- All equipment from one manufacturer
* = contact us for preferred transponders

Dimensions (in mm.)
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